
 

Why Now 
Never has there been a more chaotic or  

transformative time for retail. New brands appearing in the 

ether and on the ground. Online behemoths entering the 

fray and empowering hundreds of thousands of specialty 

sellers to emerge into an already congested market.  

Technological innovation fragments shoppers with the lure 

of convenience and limitless choice, creating sweeping be-

havioral changes in how consumers discover, engage, share 

and even pay for goods and services.  

 

Retailers are forced to fight a battle 

few are equipped to win and even 

fewer can afford to lose. 
  

Goals 

• Create verifiable increases of in-store shoppers born of 

digital marketing  

• Increase sales for online shopping/delivery brand, 

Foodtown-on-the-go 

Campaign 
Single Throw Marketing, one of the fastest growing 

Google Premier Partners in the nation, invited their 

client Foodtown, a NJ/NY based 70+ store grocery  

retailer to participate in a new Google Ads beta  

program called, “Store Visits”.  

Single Throw developed and executed a digital  

strategy that included search, display, remarketing and 

conversion enhancement techniques that allowed the 

grocery retailer to measure walk-in traffic that came 

from online ad engagement.  

Thanks to Single Throw’s strategy, the campaign was 

not only ROI positive, Foodtown’s results were among 

the top of all retail beta participants including big-box 

retailers outspending the grocery retailer by 10X.  

Results 
• >319k in-store visits in less than 90 days  

driven from digital marketing efforts 

• 6:1 Return on marketing spend based on  

individual store investment 

• 9.47% higher online shopping click-through rate 

than initially predicted by Google  
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Data indicates that every $1 spent on  

digital marketing/advertising returned a 

minimum of $6 on the store level 

Number of shoppers that walked into a 

Foodtown location after engaging with  

the brands digital marketing 

Checkout confirmations for new  

Foodtown-on-the-go online shoppers 

 
DIGITAL MARKETING AGENCY HELPS GROCERY CHAIN ACHIEVE GROUNDBREAKING RESULTS 

SUPERMARKET ACHIEVES SUPER RESULTS 

Contact Single Throw Marketing: 888.920.9778 -  SingleThrow.com/GetMoreSales 


